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A FAIRY TALE COLLISION 

"A Fairy Tale Collision", a captivating narrative that 
transcends the boundaries of traditional story-
telling by merging diverse fairy tale universes. This 
imaginative tale takes readers on an enchanting 
journey where beloved characters from different 
fairy tales unexpectedly cross paths, creating a 
magical collision that intertwines their destinies. 

An enchanting cast of 262 characters from classes 
1 to 5 added an authenticity to the fairytale world 

and brought to light a de-
lightful collection of six well-loved fairytales. The entire cast and 
crew shared their creativity with great generosity and enhanced 
the quality of this year’s concert with their individuality. 

The story was set in the chocolate house of the wicked old witch 
(Ayaan Shaikh). Other leading characters included Veer Dandekar 
(Hansel) and Mayank Somani (Gretel) who also did complete justice 
for their characters. They were busy not getting fatter, but their 
lonely life in the witch’s cottage is interrupted by a constant 
stream of visitors – Veer Aditya Singh (Goldilocks), Vivaan Khatry 
and Hamza Shaikh (the Two Princes), Nimish Gupta (a Wicked 
Queen), Abraham (Little Red Riding Hood), Hasan Hussain          

(the Wolf) and Rhythm Poonawalla (Snow White) did complete justice to their characters.  

Mrs. U. Mittal (Director) and Mrs. U. Kale (Assistant Director) collaborated efficiently once 
again bringing to life another seminal fairytale 
to the family audiences. The Art                  
Department headed by Mrs. Assia Moloo    as-
sisted by Mr. N. Yadav and Mrs. D. Diwate 
with the team of talented creative teachers 
worked tirelessly for the props on the stage. 
The well synchronized dances were choreo-
graphed by  Ms. G. Henriques, Mr. S. Roberts,               
Mrs. M. More, Mrs. S. S. Peters and            
Mrs. P. Varghese. The fabulous costumes were 
procured under the coordination of            
Mrs. M. Khan and Mrs. M. Bhatia. Mr. A. J. Eates along with             

Mrs. R. Mascarhenes took charge of the sound and the lighting was effectively managed by 
Mrs. K. Buhariwala. The choir was trained by Mr. A. Barnabas and   Mr. S. Samai and the me-
lodious songs rendered by them were truly appealing.  

Whilst the cast naturally deserved to be lauded, a special round of applause and appreciation 
also goes to the overall in charge the Junior School Coordinator Mrs. U Basrai, without whom 
the production would lack its luster. The hardworking teachers, support staff and the senior 
school students (the stage managers), we thank you for your sincere efforts.  



 

We are truly grateful for our Headmistress 
Ms. M Barsay’s   unwavering support and en-
couragement in bringing the concert to life. 
Her visionary leadership has ignited a passion 
for drama and unity within our school communi-
ty. 

Our Principal Mr. Shayne McPherson steadfast 
presence and guidance has been the corner-
stone of this concert's success, reflecting ded-
ication to fostering a vibrant cultural              
environment. We thank you Sir for your sup-
port making this event a memorable and harmonious experience for us all. 

Mrs. U Mittal 
Assisstant Teacher 

 



 

 
 
 

 


